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A simple unequal-sphere packing model is applied to study the iodines333d adlayer on the Pts111d
surface. By using a newly introduced parameter, defined as the average adsorbate height, three
characteristic adlattices,s333d-sym, s333d-asym, and s333d-lin, have been selected and
characterized in great detail, including the exact adatom registry. Thes333d-sym iodine adlattice,
observed in many experimental studies, appears to be, on average, the closest one to the substrate
surface. A special contour plot of average adsorbate height vsX andY positions of thes333d iodine
unit cell indicates the existence of two local minima, which are related to preferential formation of
s333d-sym ands333d-asym iodine adlattices. Our model gives good agreement with experimental
findings, and explains the mechanism of preferential appearance ofs333d-sym ands333d-asym
structures. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1856458g

I. INTRODUCTION

Detailed atomic level characterization of adsorbate-
substrate systems, including identification of the adsorbate
registry, is of a great interest for better understanding of ad-
sorption phenomena, interaction between different materials,
and properties of modified surfaces. So far, it has been a
subject of many theoretical and experimental studies.1–5

Techniques, such as Low-Energy Electron Diffraction
sLEEDd, Angular Distribution Auger MicroscopysADAM d,
Scanning Tunneling MicroscopysSTMd, and others have
been successfully used in such studies, and a great amount of
data has been collected for a variety of adsorbate-substrate
systems. A frequently investigated and particularly well-
known system in surface science and surface electrochemis-
try is the iodine adlayer on the Pts111d substrate.

It is known that iodine on Pts111d forms three distinct
lattices: sÎ33 Î3dR30°, sÎ73 Î7dR19.1°, ands333d, for
which reliable data on surface coverage, adsorbate atomic
registry, and interatomic distances already exists. These lat-
tices have been characterized by LEED,6–12 ADAM, 13

STM,14–16 and Surface X-ray ScatteringsSXSd.17–21 The
same type of iodine adlayer on Pts111d was found for prepa-
rations from gas phase12–14 and from aqueous
solution.6–11,15,16Experimental data also show that an iodine
adlayer withs333d unit cell structure can form two distinct
lattices,10,13–16 in which iodine-iodine interatomic distance
s4.162 Åd and surface coverage are the same, but iodine ada-
toms possess different registries. They are known as thes3
33d-sym ands333d-asym adlattices. Indeed,s333d-sym
was calleds333d-hex in previous literature.13–16 Interest-
ingly, both were found in approximately equal proportions
on the Pts111d surface.14–16 Also, to our knowledge, no ex-
perimental procedures have been developed to exhibit exclu-
sively one or another type ofs333d iodine adlayer. Al-
though description and characterization of these two

structures have been reported in the literature
extensively,13–15 the issue is still intriguing in respect to the
mechanism ofs333d-sym tos333d-asym adlattice transfor-
mation, stability, and the structures which the iodines333d
adlayer can form at the Pts111d substrate. In addition, it is
interesting to establish the parameters, which influence the
appearance of thes333d-sym ands333d-asym structures.

In view of these questions, the present study focuses on
the characterization of thes333d iodine adsorbate layer on
Pts111d, with primary emphasis on how many different struc-
turessin respect of the atomic registryd iodine adatoms could
form on the Pts111d substrate, identification of parameters
which determinate appearance ofs333d-sym and
s333d-asym iodine adlayers, and understanding of the trans-
formation mechanism betweens333d-sym ands333d-asym
arrangements. For methodology, we use unequal-sphere
packing modeling procedure,22 developed in our laboratory,
which could simulate adatom arrangement in a multilayer
adsorbate-substrate system. The whole approach is based on
simple hard-sphere geometrical modeling, which adequately
simulates thes333d iodine adlayer at the Pts111d surface.
By this means, different adsorbate adlattices, with distinct
atomic registry, were described. For each structure, detailed
analysis was carried out in order to determine exact iodine
adatom registry and calculate the value of the adsorbate-
substrate distancescenter to center of the hard ballsd.

Among numerous iodine adlayer arrangements, formed
as result of the adlayer translation over the Pts111d substrate,
the s333d-sym ands333d-asym arrangements were identi-
fied and selected as the most probable. The selection was
based on use of a newly introduced parameter defined as the
average adsorbate height, which measures the adsorbate-
substrate distance calculated for each iodine adatom within a
single s333d unit cell. Using this new parameter, we found
that, on average, the iodine adlayer withs333d-sym struc-
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ture is the closest one to the Pts111d substrate in our simula-
tion studies. Also, it was found that iodine adlayers withs3
33d-sym, s333d-asym, ands333d-lin structures possess
the minimum number of different atomic registriesstwod.
Other iodine adlattices possess three or even four different
adatom registries. With a contour plot, which allows us to
trace average height of the iodines333d adlayer from the
Pts111d substrate as a function of its position at the substrate
surface, we are able to demonstrate why iodine adsorbs pref-
erentially ins333d-sym ands333d-asym arrangements. As
our simulations show, this is related to the existence of two
well-defined local minima in the contour plot. Furthermore,
our findings are in agreement with the experimental observa-
tions.

We believe that our findings lead to a new level of un-
derstanding of the adsorbate-substrate system and that such
simulations could be useful for explanation of other pro-
cesses involving atomic adlattices.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

Modeling of different atomic arrangements was based on
use of our software,ALSA satomic level surface assemblerd.
This is a homemade program developed on a Linux platform,
based on modeling of the geometrical arrangement of un-
equal spheresshard-ball contact modeld over the crystalline
substrate. In comparison to numerous models developed and
used before in the field of surface science,1,2,23–26

ALSA has
certain advantages.ALSA allows simulation of single or mul-
tiple adlayers on flat or stepped substrates having different
symmetry. Adlayers can be assembled using individual atoms
or complete layers, and can be easily translated or rotated in
any direction at the substrate surface. The adlayer-substrate
system can be presented in different modes such as two-
dimensionals2Dd transparent hard-ball models or 3D STM
like image mode, which simplifies the understanding and
qualitative and quantitative interpretation of the experimental
data. In our study,ALSA was useful for identification of
atomic registry as well as for evaluation of the height varia-
tions of the iodine adatoms in thes333d lattice on the
Pts111d surface.

The first step of our simulation involves definition of
substrate and adsorbate layers in terms of geometrical mod-
elssunequal-sphere conceptd. The Pts111d substrate surface is
represented by close-packed hexagonally ordered spheres
touching each other, with normalized radiusRPt=1. The io-
dine adlayer consists of hexagonally ordered spheres of
larger normalized radius,RI =1.5. These particular radii are
chosen so that iodine can be arranged in as333d unit cell at
a surface coverageu= 4

9. In the process of simulation, the
iodine adlayer was translatedsshiftedd over the Pts111d sur-
face in different directions; however, during this process both
substrate and adsorbate maintained their rigid hexagonal or-
der, while adatoms were allowed to change registry on the
substrate surface. Figure 1 shows schematically three pos-
sible directions of movement, as well as an example of shift-
ing in the X direction by aDx increment to a new position
markeda8. The shifting of the iodines333d ordered adlayer
over thes111d substrate is a collective movement in which all

iodine atoms undergo the same displacement along a particu-
lar direction. Our methodology is based on collection and
analysis of changes in the adatom registry.

The height of each sphere in the adsorbate layer is de-
termined after the sphere is lowered in the surface-normal
direction until it contacts one or more substrate spheres. By
definition, contact is made when the distance between the
adsorbate and the substrate spheres reaches the sum of their
radii, regardless of the contact direction.

In order to systemize large number of datasstructuresd
we introduce a new parameter defined as the average adsor-
bate height of the iodine adlayer, which is based on a calcu-
lation of the vertical positionsdistance between the adsorbate
and substrate layersd for every adatom within thes333d unit
cell. Use of this parameter allows us to satisfy most of the
aims of our study.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE „3Ã3… IODINE
ADLAYER DURING SHIFTING OVER THE
Pt„111… SURFACE

The s333d-sym lattice was used as a starting point prior
to imposing any translation movement. This is a well-known
structure, in which one of the iodine atoms in the unit cell is
placed in an atop site and surrounded by six neighbors,
equally positioned on the bridge sites.13–16 This particular
structure was shifted in different directions with small incre-
ments. Figure 2sad shows results obtained by translation of
the s333d-sym structure along theX direction. The move-
ment was carried out in increments equal to 0.1RPt which
means that after ten increments the iodine adlayer again pos-
sesses the full symmetry of thes333d-sym lattice. During
simulation, each iodine adatom position within the unit cell
was monitored. Based on these observations, two parameters
have been extracted and plotted vs magnitude of theDx shift.
The first parameter is the normalized adsorbate height
sNAHd sequal to adsorbate distance from the substrate sur-
faced, which is represented in Figs. 2sad–2scd by circles of
different size, placed at different distances from the sub-

FIG. 1. Illustration of translation of the adsorbate layer withs333d unitcell
on the flat Pts111d substrate.
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strate. Positions of these circles represent the distance of cer-
tain adatom populations from the substrate, while the sizes of
circles are related to the percentage of atoms at a particular
position. The distance between the lowest and the highest
positioned circles represents the corrugation or thickness of
the iodine adlayer. As a separate parameter Fig. 2sad shows
the average adsorbate height of the iodine adlayer, which is
our newly introduced parameter.

To elucidate our results, let us describe the structure atX

shift equal to 0, which has one of four atomss25% of the
total populationd in an atop sitessee small circle at vertical
distance equal to 2.500 NAH unitsd. Three additional atoms
s75%d in the s333d-sym unit cell are placed on the bridge
sitessnote a big circle at the bridge site at 2.291 NAH unitsd.
This plot shows two things: first that the majority of atoms
are on bridge sites and second that there is a large difference
between the highest and the lowest atoms within the unit cell
s0.209 NAH unitsd. Thus, the average adsorbate height value
of 2.344 NAH units is closer to the lowest positioned atoms
at the bridge site. During the first shift, the iodine adlayer
shows a tendency to diminish the difference between the
lowest and the highest adatoms; the average adsorbate height
increases and iodine adatoms within unit cell occupy three
different registry positions. All of them, without exception,
are between the bridge and atop site, with population density
of 25%-25%-50%, respectively, relative to the circle size.
This tendency continues, up to the fifth shift, when again,
adlayer registry is limited to two specific places, with iodine
adatoms placed between atop and the bridge sites. At this
point, the average adsorbate height for the iodine adlayer
reaches its absolute maximum values2.397 normalized
unitsd. As will be described later, this particular structure will
be nameds333d-lin because of formation of linear iodine
rows over the Pts111d substrate. Another interesting charac-
teristic of thes333d-lin structure is a rather small difference
between the highest and lowest iodine adatoms in the adlayer
s2.450−2.345=0.105d. In another words, the iodine adlayer
with s333d-lin structure is, on average, very far from the
platinum substrate, but is the less corrugated. Between fifth
and tenth shift, the situation is reversed and thes333d-sym
arrangement is recovered, with the adlayer again gaining in
thickness.

Taking into account the obtained average adsorbate
height, adlayer thickness, and number of different registry
sites within thes333d unit cell, the s333d-sym and s3
33d-lin are identified as the limiting options for the iodine
arrangement during the shift along theX direction. Interest-
ingly, the process involving rising and falling of the iodine
adlayer is continuous with a certain frequency involving
complete repetition every ten increments in theX direction.
After ten regular cycles, thes333d-sym will be reestab-
lished. As clearly seen from plot on Fig. 2sad, during theX
shifting the iodine adlayer will accommodate to the Pts111d
surface by placing itself, on average, closer or farther from
the surface but individual adatoms will always be placed
only between atop and bridge sites, as limiting options. Re-
spectively, the adlayer thickness will vary between 0.105 and
0.209 NAH units. The average adsorbate height varies in the
range of 2.344 fors333d-sym up to 2.397 fors333d-lin,
which makes difference of 0.053 in the NAH units.

Figure 2sbd shows the results of our modeling when the
s333d iodine adlayer was shifted over Pts111d surface in the
Y direction. During the first two shifts by increments of
0.13RPt, the average adsorbate height increases, but adatoms
within the s333d unit cell now occupy one additionalsin
total threed adsorbate registries. Ones25%, small circled of
the four atoms in the unit cell shows a tendency to move
closer to the substrate. Indeed, after the third shift, the aver-

FIG. 2. Distribution of adsorbate atom heights during translation alongX
sad, Y sbd, andXY scd.
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age adsorbate height slightly drops, and one of four iodine
atoms in thes333d unit cell already occupies a hollow site.
Another 75%sthree of fourd are somewhere between atop
and bridge sites. This lattice has been reported and described
as s333d-asym. In the STM image,14–16 it is easily recog-
nizable due to a specific image pattern with one atom down
sin the hollow sited and its neighbors in so-called “asymmet-
ric” sites,7 which from our plot are equal to 2.432 NAH
units. Corrugation or the adlayer thickness of the iodines3
33d-asym is 0.215 NAH units, which is 0.006 units bigger
than that for s333d-sym adlayer. The average adsorbate
height for s333d-asym is 2.379 normalized units, which is
0.035 units higher than that fors333d-sym. Interestingly,
during the next two shifts iodine adatoms occupy almost the
same registry. Further shifting between the fifth and the
ninth, along theY direction, induces rearrangement and mir-
rors distribution of atomic registry as observed for the first
five shifts, but in the reverse order. Essentially, the
s333d-sym lattice will be formed again after each nine
cycles ands333d-asym will be repeated after the 3rd, 6th,
12th, 15th, 21st, and so on shifts. Structures found after 4th,
5th, 13th, 14th, 22th, and 23th shifts possess minimum ad-
layer thicknesss0.135 normalized unitsd, which is the most
compact adlayer among all found during shifting along theY
direction. The rest of the structures, includings333d-sym
ands333d-asym, are thicker, as described before. One could
also observe that during the shift in theY direction, iodine
adatoms within thes333d unit cell have two or three regis-
tries; however, in comparison with shifting in theX direc-
tion, values of the NAH vary over a larger range, from the
atop site to the hollow sites0.283 normalized unitsd. The
average adsorbate height varies only between 2.344 and
2.393 normalized units; the total difference over which the
adlayer could vary on the Pts111d surface is 0.049 NAH
units, which is smaller than for shifting in theX direction.

From the above considerations, thes333d-sym ands3
33d-asym have been identified as unique lattices with only
two possibilities for the adsorbate registry sites. In addition,
s333d-sym is the only one to have atom in the atop site, and
s333d-asym is the only one to have at least one atom in the
hollow site. In respect to the normalized average adsorbate
height, the iodine adlayer with thes333d-sym structure is
the closest to the platinum substrate, whiles333d-asym is
farther for 0.035 normalized units. In respect to appearance
of s333d-sym and s333d-asym arrangements during the
shifting, it is obvious that they occur with different frequen-
cies and periodicity.

In the case of shifting along theXY direction, the peri-
odicity is lost fFig. 2scdg. The s333d-sym arrangement pre-
sented during the zero shift could not be repeated even after
27 and more shifts. Within a singles333d unit cell, the
iodine adatoms occupy twofonly in the case ofs333d-sym
arrangementg, threesseldom, after 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th shift,
and so ond or in the most cases, even four different registries.
This means that each adatom within the unit cell is occupy-
ing different registry. In respect to the normalized adatom-
substrate distancesNAHd it is obvious that iodine adatoms
could occupy a large span of values. However, no atom was
found to reach a hollow or atop site exactly. Thus, the total

range for the NAH is slightly shorter than 0.283 normalized
units, as seen in shifting along theY direction. Despite de-
termination of exact values for the iodine adlayer thickness,
it was difficult to estimate the range and direction of change
for average adsorbate height values. In general, we found
that during suchXY shift, iodine adlayers are neither thicker
nor thinner than those observed during separatedX and Y
translations. The same behavior was observed for variations
of the average adsorbate height.

These three examples clearly show that the appearance
of one or another type of iodine adatom arrangement, with
characteristic adatom registry, depends on the direction of
translation over the Pts111d substrate. However, only a few
structures possess specific characteristics, which could be
used for selection of the most likely arrangement of adsorbed
iodine on Pts111d with s333d symmetry. In our analysis, the
following parameters have been taken into account: the av-
erage adsorbate heightsthe closest adlayer to the substrate
surfaced, minimum number of registry positions, and thick-
ness of the adsorbed iodine layersminimum vs maximumd.
For examples333d-sym is closer to the substrate surface,
while s333d-asym is the thickest adlayer ands333d-lin is
the thinnest adlayer, as we demonstrated and described in the
paragraph before.

Finally, as result of such analysis, we selected the fol-
lowing three structures,s333d-sym, s333d-asym, ands3
33d-lin, for a more detailed characterization.

IV. DETAILED CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
„3Ã3…-SYM, „3Ã3…-ASYM AND „3Ã3…-LIN IODINE
ADLAYERS

Figures 3sad–3scd show these three structures. They are
presented in the 3D STM-like modesupper part of the im-
aged with bright spheres representing higher iodine adatoms
and darker spheres representing lower ones. The lower part
of this figure is the same image presented in 2D transparent
mode, which shows registry of iodine adatomssbig circlesd
on the Pts111d surfacessmall circlesd. These two particular
modes allow identification of differences among the adatom
registry sites in a very practical way. Figures 3sad–3scd show
s333d-sym,s333d-asym, ands333d-lin structures, respec-
tively.

Figure 4 shows a different kind of presentation: top view
cross section with iodine adatomssbig circlesd placed on the
Pts111d substratessmall circlesd, side view cross section, and
scaled view cross section, which we use in evaluation of
quantitative parameters in our study.

Figure 4sad shows analysis of thes333d-sym structure
with iodine adatoms positioned at atop and bridge sites, and
a difference of 0.209 normalized height value between these
two positionssadlayer corrugationd. In order to convert the
normalized adsorbate value to real distance one should mul-
tiply it by the radius of Pt substrate atomss1.388 Åd. This
conversion leads to a value of 0.290 Å which is bigger than
recent LEED datas0.100 Åd sRef. 12d but lower than previ-
ously reported from STM studiess0.450 Åd sRef. 15d and
ADAM studies s0.800 Åd.13

In the case of thes333d-asym structurefFig. 4sbdg, the
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distance between uppersasymmetric sited and lowershollow
sited adatoms is 0.215 normalized units or 0.298 Å. This
value of adlayer corrugation is much smaller than previously
published datas1.000 Åd.13,26 In addition, from our data
fFig. 4sbdg we also could see that distance from the Pts111d
substrate for iodine adatoms at asymmetric site is 2.432 nor-
malized unitss3.374 Åd and 2.217 normalized units for io-
dine adatoms in the hollow sites3.076 Åd. The iodine-
platinum distance for hollow site is higher than reported
from Surface Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structures
sSEXAFSd analysiss2.670 Åd.21 However, we found that the
distance between iodine adatoms at atop and hollow sites,
0.283 normalized unitss0.393 Åd is close to the recent
LEED observations0.500 Åd.12

One possible reason for such differences could be related
to STM evaluation, which is based on determination of the
tunneling efficiency, which often is controlled by factors
other rather than the true topographic position. In the case of
ADAM, 3 also, a true geometrical approach was not used.
Position of adatoms ins333d-sym ands333d-asym struc-
tures was estimated according to best theoretical ADAM pat-
terns. Contrary, our data is derived from a purely geometrical
model, taking into account only topographic position. How-
ever, it is very interesting to compare our findings with
LEED, STM, ADAM, and SEXAFS data, in order to under-
stand additional mechanisms, which control the appearance
of different adatom patterns. In respect to the SEXAFS
analysis one must admit a possibility that in real iodine-

FIG. 3. Combined STM-like and transparent mode illustration of three characteristics333d structures of the iodine adlayer:s333d-symsad, s333d-asymsbd,
and s333d-lin scd.
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Pts111d system, due to formation of chemical covalent bond-
ing, iodine adatoms are closer to the substrate than is allowed
by a purely geometrical model.

Figure 4scd is related to thes333d-lin structure, and
adlayer corrugation is only 0.105 NAH unitss0.146 Åd. It is
important to note that an iodine adlayer having the
s333d-lin structure has not been observed experimentally as
yet. Indeed, the first indication of this type of arrangement

comes from work by Yamada,27 with whom one of the au-
thors collaborated on development of software for interpre-
tation of the STM images based on hard-sphere models.

V. DISCUSSION

Figure 5 summarizes the results of the above-mentioned
analysis. One should read this plot in the same way as the
data in Fig. 2. The NAH, the average adsorbate height, and
registry distribution fors333d-sym, s333d-asym, ands3
33d-lin iodine adlayers, are presented. Fors333d-sym we
clearly see that ones25%d of four iodine adatoms is in atop
site and threes75%d of four are in the bridge site. On aver-
age, the whole iodine adlayer is 2.344 NAH units away from
the substrate. In the case ofs333d-asym structure, one
s25%d of four atoms is in the hollow site, the closest to the
substrate; however, all of its neighbors are high up, close to
atop sites, on so-called “asymmetric” sites. Because of this,
on average iodine adlayer with this particular arrangement is
2.379 NAH units away from the substrate, farther from the
substrate thans333d-sym. In thes333d-lin adsorbate ar-
rangement, iodine occupies two types of registry, defined in
Figs. 3 and 4. Both of these sites are intermediate between
atop and bridge. Thes333d-lin adsorbate layer is very thin,
half of the other two arrangements, but at the same time on
average is very much farther from the Pts111d substrate
s2.397 normalized unitsd. This graph is very interesting and
offers plenty of information about characteristics of the io-
dine arrangements withins333d unit cell on the Pts111d sur-
face, which could be related to the experimental findings.
First of all, as we mentioned in the Introduction, it is well
known that in all experiments only thes333d-sym ands3
33d-asym arrangements have been found.13–16 In respect to

FIG. 4. Cross sectional analysis of characteristics333d structures showing
exact registry and height of the iodine adatoms ins333d-sym sad,
s333d-asymsbd, ands333d-lin scd iodine adlattices.

FIG. 5. Quantitative analysis of the normalized adsorbate height parameter
for characteristics333d iodine structures:s333d-sym, s333d-asym, and
s333d-lin.
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our data, one could say that those two, which have been
found, in average terms are closer to the substrate, than the
s333d-lin adlayer. Indeed, it should be noted that, on aver-
age, s333d-sym is situated closest to the Pts111d surface.
This could lead us to the next issue of the stability of differ-
ent structures. However, we need to know more about rela-
tion between average adsorbate heightsadsorbate distance
from the substrated and the adsorption energy of iodine on
the Pts111d surface, as well as to estimate how different
bonding at fcc and hcp hollow sites could influence the ada-
tom structure.

In continuation, it is also interesting to note that many
experiments indicate that thes333d-sym ands333d-asym
structures appear almost simultaneously. Based on our simu-
lation and criteria of the average adsorbate height, thes3
33d-sym structure will be formed preferentially due to
closeness to the Pts111d substrate. Interestingly, in the earlier
discussions about ordering of the iodine adlayer on Pts111d,
iodine contact with Pts111d via hollow site was recognized as
an important or even crucial reason for preferential bonding.
We believe that the crucial parameter is, in fact, the average
adsorbate height or the adsorbatesiodined distance from the
substrate surface.

In order to address the final issues related to selective
appearance ofs333d-sym ands333d-asym structures, their
stability, and the transformation pathway from one to an-
other, we construct the plot of average adsorbate layer height
sadsorbate-substrate distanced vs X and Y positions of the
iodine adlayer withs333d cell. It is a contour plot in Fig. 6.
Note that, in this plot, higher values for average adsorbate
height are shaded brighter. When, on average, the adsorbate
layer is closer to the substrate, the position is shaded darker.
In this particular plot, we can see all simulated positions
equivalent to 60 shifts inX andY directions. Several contour
zones of different shading can be seen. The darkest onescon-
tour plot minimumd corresponds to iodine adlayer withs3
33d-sym structure, which is on average the closest one to

the Pts111d substrate. Another local minimumsshaded rather
darklyd was found at the position characterized by
s333d-asym iodine adlayer structure, which we already
found that is farther from the platinum substrate. The com-
pletely bright zonesscirclesd correspond to thes333d-lin
structure, which is far away from the Pts111d substrate. In-
deed, only two local minima have been found for
s333d-sym ands333d-asym structures. This plot indicates
that, taking into account the average adsorbate height, only
these two positions are preferential. In the remaining cases,
iodine adlayer on average is on the walls of the wells, and
would gain stability from reaching one of these two minima.
This probably could explain why in experiments only these
two particular structures have been found. Although the
minimum associated withs333d-sym structure is deeper, the
iodine adlayer once trapped into thes333d-asym minimum
could not come out easily. This could be the reason why in
most experiments both structures have been observed simul-
taneously. To transforms333d-asym tos333d-sym it would
require considerable additional energy. The opposite would
also be difficult.

VI. CONCLUSION

Using the unequal-sphere packing model, based on geo-
metrical arrangement, the iodine adlayer withs333d unit
cell on Pts111d has been studied, and exact determination of
iodine atomic registry has been achieved. This simulation
procedure is based on translation of the hexagonally ordered
iodine s333d adlayer over the Pts111d substrate and deter-
mination of the NAHsadatom distance from the substrated,
adsorbate layer thicknessscorrugationd, and number of
atomic registry pers333d unit cell. In order to select from
among many structures havings333d unit cells, we intro-
duce a new parameter defined as the average adsorbate
height, which is based on determination of distances between
iodine atoms and the substrate for all adatoms in thes3
33d unit cell. This allows us to select three structures of
special interest:s333d-sym, s333d-asym, ands333d-lin,
which have been characterized and simulated in great detail,
with respect to adatom registry, height, etc. Results obtained
by our detailed analysis can be compared to the experimental
findings obtained by LEED, STM, ADAM, and SXS. This
shows that the average adsorbate height is a useful parameter
for selecting among alternative iodine adlayer structures. In
addition, results of our simulation show thats333d-sym and
s333d-asym lattices will be favored at the Pts111d surface.
According to our simulation, the formation ofs333d-sym,
which we found to be closer to the substrate, is a favorable
process.

Such exhaustive analysis based on the unequal-sphere-
packing model reveals many additional details not known
before and important for better understanding of the mecha-
nism of formation ofs333d iodine structures. Although our
modeling is based on a simple, geometrical approach, we
have demonstrated its ability to address such complex sys-
tem as iodine atomic arrangements on the Pts111d surface. In
general, we believe that our approach will be particularly
useful for better understanding of the adsorbate-substrate

FIG. 6. The contour plot of the average adsorbate height vs adsorbate po-
sition sX andYd obtained fors333d iodine adlayer on the Pts111d substrate.
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smodified surfacesd systems, interpretation of experimental
STM data and valuable in the future design of the nanode-
vices at the atomic level.
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